Application Development & Integration [2000]

- **ADI Director**
  - **David Pagenkopf**
  - Director, Administrative Computer Services-L

- **ADI Assistant Director**
  - **Bob Mayville**
  - Asst Director, Administrative Computer Services-L

- **HRIS Applications Manager** [2045]
  - **Steve Hart**
  - IS Supervisor 2

- **HRIS Infrastructure Manager** [2040]
  - **Vacant**
  - Asst Dir, Admin Cmp Srv L

- **Student Applications Manager** [2070]
  - **Todd Friske**
  - IS Supervisor 2

- **Fin Apps Manager** [2020]
  - **Tammie Hodgson**
  - IS Supervisor 2

- **Internal Applications Manager** [2030]
  - **Joe Tarter**
  - IS Supervisor 2

- **PMO Manager** [2005]
  - **Karen Hanson**
  - IS Supervisor 2

- **WaMS Manager** [2080]
  - **Mark Field**
  - IS Supervisor 2

- **Doskoci, Nikole**
  - Prog Asst Adv Conf Students (6)

**Fin Apps:** Financial Applications  
**HRIS:** Human Resource Information Systems  
**WaMS:** Web and Mobile Solutions  
**PMO:** Project Management Office  
**ADI:** Administrative Division of Information Technology
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Enterprise Internet Services [7100]

Assistant Director
AIS [7150]
Derrian Jones
Asst Dir, Adm Comp Srv-L

TBD

Assistant Director
Middleware [7140]
Ty Letto
IS Supervisor 2

Assistant Director
PCS [7130]
Tamara Walker
IS Supervisor 2

EIS Director
P Chris Holsman
Director, Academic Computing Services-L

Babb, James
IS Specialist

Brzoskowski, Tony
IS Tech Srv Cons

Donahue, Robert
IS Tech Srv Con

Downs, Jordan
IS Tech Srv Sr

Dyke, Susan
IS Tech Srv Con

Jordan, Tom
IS Tech Srv Con

Klune, Mike
IS Sys Dev Srv Spec

Larscheidt, Ryan
IS Tech Srv Spec

Miner, Jon
IS Tech Srv Con

Muthuraman, Rajeswari
IS Tech Srv Sr

Roszkowski, Mike
IS Tech Srv Con

Ruhde, David
Senior IS Specialist

Schiебel, Larry
IS Network Srv Spec

Scott, Jeremy
IS Tech Srv Con

Shrestha, Shreyash
IS Tech Srv Sr

Spencer, Daniel
IS Tech Srv Con

Terrones, Jon
IS Tech Srv Spec

Tran, John
IS Tech Srv Sr

Wroblewski, Rachel
IS Tech Srv Sr

Students (7)

Adas, Michael
IS Tech Srv Spec

Blasinski, Matt
IS Tech Srv Con

Bos, Jeannine
IS Tech Srv Con

Brennan, Pat
IS Tech Srv Con

Cannon, Shawn
IS Tech Srv Sr

Fortune, Jacob
IS Tech Srv Spec

Gomez, Christina
IS Specialist

Hansen, Ryan
IS Tech Srv Sr

Hare, John
IS Sys Dev Srv Spec

Helwig, Jim
IS Sys Dev Srv Con

Jochimsen, Phil
IS Tech Srv Spec

Karnowski, David
IS Sys Dev Srv Spec

Klinner, Jenna
IS Specialist

Levett, Tim
IS Tech Srv Spec

Marita, Justin
IS Tech Srv Prof

Mesdjian, Ara
IS Tech Srv Spec

Petro, Andrew
IS Sys Dev Srv Spec

Reed, Doug (John)
Sr Sys Programmer

Riley, Cathy
IS Tech Srv Con

Rissman, Ben
IS Tech Srv Sr

Stalnaker, Guy
Sr IPC

Stephenson, Craig
IS Tech Srv Spec

Straavaldsen, Eric
IS Tech Srv Con

Thompson, Jesse
IS Tech Srv Con

Turner, David
IS Tech Serv Con

Vertein, Timothy
IS Sys Dev Srv SR

Students (5)
User Services [5000]

Departmental Support
Manager [7050]
Bill Zimmerman
IS Supervisor 2

Help Desk Manager
[5040]
Sean Bossinger
Asst Dir, Acq Comp Srv-L

Product Management
Manager [5050]
Brian Kister
IS Supervisor 2

Tech Store Sales & Support Manager [5065]
Edward Hoover
IS Supervisor 2

End Point Management
[7051]
Poser, Chris - Sup
IS Specialist
Lesley, Brent
IS Tech Srv Sr
Students (1)

General Desktop Support
[7052]
Thorne, Brad - Sup
IS Specialist
Dickenson, Jon
IS Tech Srv Sr
Dodez, Phil
IS Tech Srv Sr
Greene, Kierre
IS Tech Srv Prof
Hophan, Matt
IS Tech Srv Prof
Huston, Jeff
IS Tech Srv Sr
Murray, Fred
Sr Instrument Spec
Peterson, David
IS Tech Srv Sr
Treasor, Nate (William)
IS Tech Srv Sr
Students (9)

Operation Support/Queue Management
Skeim, Cari
IS Tech Srv Prof
Students (1)

Security & Application Support
La Grew, Jesse - Sup
IS Specialist
Daley, Pat
IS Tech Srv Sr
Kessell, Ben
IS Tech Srv Sr
Kettner, Robert
IS Tech Srv Prof
O'Rourke, Tony
IS Tech Srv Sr
Probst, Gregory
IS Tech Srv Prof
Zahn, Steven
IS Tech Srv Sr
Students (1)

Information Labs
[5042/5045/5047]
Henry Huang
Sr IPC
Griffin, Sean
Sr IPC
Students (34)

Help Desk Level 1
[5043]
Barco, Abrianna-Sup (Int)
IS Supervisor 1
Students (95)

Customer Relations
[5040]
Gratrix, Brian
IS Tech Srv Sr
Grosspietsch, Chris
Sr IPC
Pontes, Wanjiru
IS Tech Srv Sr
Students (22)

KnowledgeBase
[5049]
Arauco, Teresa
IS Tech Srv Sr
Scheide, Leah
IS Tech Srv Sr

Help Desk Level 2
[5041]
Barco, Abrianna-Sup (Int)
IS Supervisor 1
Campbell, Rhianna
IS Tech Srv Sr
Crickman, William
Assoc IPC
Davenport, David
Sr IPC
Mayeshiba, Chris
Sr IPC
Nelson, Josiah
Assoc IPC
Schroeder, Steven
IS Tech Srv Prof
Terrab, Angela
IS Tech Srv Prof
Willzus, Jeff
Sr IPC
Zamba, Alex
Assoc IPC
Students (3)

Karls, Dawn
IS Bus Auto Sr
Last, Christopher
IS Bus Auto Analyst
Reynolds, Nick
IS Bus Auto Analyst
Robords, Warren
IS Bus Auto Sr
Yahnke, Ross
Sr IPC
Students (4)

Consulting [5070]
Patti Havlick - Sup
Collins, Dan
Office Oper Assoc-80%
Juszczyn, Michael
IS Tech Srv Prof
Muschlewski, Andrew
IS Tech Srv Prof
Stratman, Georganne
Clerical Aaist
Vlach, Brett
IS Tech Srv Prof
Weirauch, Karl
IS Tech Srv Prof
Students (39)

Logistics [5030]
Jim Lesniak - Sup
Humphries, Adam
Ship & Mail Analyst
Luther, Lawrence
Motor Vehicle
Operations- Lead 50%
Olsen, Barrett
Ship & Mail Assoc - 80%
Olson, Ron
IS Res Sup Tech-Sr
Meyers, Jeff
IS Sys Dev Svs Prof
Students (5)

Tech Store Sales
[5060]
Bloy, Steven
UWIS Cust Sales Tech
Collins, Dan
IS Sys Dev Svs Sr
Carter, Lloyd
Endres, Frederic
Laughton, Steven
UWIS Cust Sales Tech
Schaefer, Ken
UWIS Cust Sale Tech-Ld
Wolff, Lindley
UWIS Cust Sales Tech

Tech Support [5065]
Johnson, Patrick
IS Sys Tech Srv Sr
Pringle, Hannah
IS Tech Srv Prof
Weber, Nathan
IS Sys Tech Srv Prof
Young, Ned
IS Tech Srv Prof
Students (25)

EAST: Enterprise Application Support Team
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